ESTRO 35 2016 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________ order to overcome the limits of T1-weighted 4D MRI, we present a preliminary study to derive a virtual T1-weighted 4D MRI, based on T2-weighted 4D images and a T1-weighted breath-hold acquisition.
Results:
The performance of the rigid registration was evaluated by computing the distance of the organ profile between the registered T1-weighted breath-hold volume at the inhale phase and the T2-weighted 4D scan at the same respiratory phase in two region of interests (liver and kidney). The distance between the two volumes was below the maximum voxel size (i.e. 5mm). The derived virtual T1-weighted 4D MRI at exhale was able to compensate for the motion obtained from the T2-weighted 4D scan ( Figure, A: T1-weighted and T2-weighted volumes; B: overlap of virtual T1-weighted at exhale (red) with T2-weighted at exhale (green) and virtual T1-weighted at exhale (red) with T2-weighted at inhale (green)). Both diaphragm and vessels resulted closer to the T2-weighed 4D MRI at the exhale phase than the inhale phase, with a residual distance in the liver profile measuring 2.1±1.5mm (uncompensated motion).
Conclusion:
Our results provide preliminary demonstration of a well-contrasted virtual T1-weighted 4D MRI and the subsequent description of tumor motion and composition according to T1 and T2 weightings. Future work will be focused on the validation of the method relying on an MRI phantom, which can provide a ground truth T1-weighted 4D MRI. 
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A workflow for automatic QA of contour propagation for adaptive radiotherapy Purpose or Objective: Automatic segmentation of daily images is an essential component of any online or offline adaptive radiotherapy (ART) workflow. Propagating contours from a planning CT (pCT) to an on-treatment image, through deformable image registration, is the common method for automatic segmentation, and there are several such algorithms available. Initial validation of these algorithms is essential before clinical use, but such testing is inevitably performed on a limited patient cohort and cannot guarantee absence of propagation failures in clinical use. We present here a workflow for automated QA of contour propagation performance on an individual patient basis. The validity of the technique is demonstrated for a cohort of head and neck cancer patients.
Material and Methods:
The workflow for automated QA on an on-treatment Cone Beam CT image obtained on fraction N (CBCTn) is described below (Fig 1) . Structures are first outlined on the pCT (A). Structures are then propagated from pCT to CBCT1 (CBCT taken during fraction 1) and manually reviewed once (B). On treatment day N, structures are propagated to CBCTn (B). For QA, the structures on CBCTn are propagated back onto CBCT1, such that there are two sets of structures on CBCT1 (C). The correspondence between these structures indicates the quality of the propagation on day N (D). The structures are compared using the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) and the mean distance-toagreement (DTA). The workflow was tested on ten head and neck cancer patients. Parotids were outlined on the pCT and six weekly CBCTs (CBCT1-6). A commercial automatic segmentation algorithm (ADMIRE, Elekta) was used to propagate structures onto the weekly CBCTs from the pCT, and the true accuracy was evaluated by comparing the propagated structures with manual delineation using DSC and DTA (defined as consistency metrics). Errors were then introduced into some of the contours by deliberately combining contours and CBCTs of different fractions. It was investigated whether the consistency metrics correlated with the true accuracy, and whether they could be used to identify the introduced errors.
________________________________________________________________________________
Results: There was a strong correlation between the consistency metrics and the true accuracy (r = 0.85 and r = 0.70 for DSC and DTA, respectively), indicating that the new method is suitable to automatically infer contour propagation accuracy. In addition, a simple threshold on the consistency metrics enabled accurate automatic identification of introduced errors ( fig 1E) .
Conclusion:
The presented workflow enables the accuracy of a propagated contour to be tested automatically for any patient, and for errors to be identified. This method can be used as part of an online ART protocol, to automatically detect contour propagation issues that require manual review and contour editing. 
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